UNIFORMS SERVICES SOLUTIONS

A U TO M O T I V E

We always deliver
because you always deliver.

UniFirst uniform services
FULL-PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT

ON-TIME PICKUP
AND DELIVERIES

HYGIENIC
LAUNDERING

NO UNIFORM
SHORTAGES

10-POINT GARMENT
INSPECTION

AUTOMATIC REPAIRS
AND REPLACEMENTS

CLOSED LOOP
TRACKING

TEAM OF LOCAL SERVICE
PROFESSIONALS

FACILITY SERVICES
AND PRODUCTS

Discover the UniFirst Difference

High-quality WORKWEAR, CORPORATE

Streamlined operations and MITIGATED RISK

APPAREL, and PROTECTIVE GARMENTS
A dedicated team of UNIFORM EXPERTS
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A more PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS IMAGE

and TRUSTED SERVICE ADVISORS

Cost-saving solutions with RETURN

A commitment to exceptional service

ON INVESTMENT

and your COMPLETE SATISFACTION

UniFirst.com / / UniFirst.ca

Uniform experts who
always deliver
UniFirst delivers customized uniform rental
programs and facility service solutions that
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PERF O R M A N C E SH O P W E A R
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R I PSTO P CREW S H I RTS
A N D PA N T S

help your team perform at their best.
We provide the expertise you need to maximize
your team’s safety and performance. You always
deliver for your customers. That’s why UniFirst
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G EN E R A L M OTO RS ®
TECH N I C I A N W E A R

always delivers for you.
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F I AT C H RYS L E R
AU TO M O B I L ES ® ( F C A )
WO R K W E A R

The products shown here are just a sampling. If you
don’t see what you’re looking for, simply inquire with
your UniFirst representative.
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FAC I L I TY S E RV I CES

800.225.3364
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AUTOMOTIVE WORKWEAR
MIMIX™ Ripstop Work Shirts

05

09

08MX
12

05MW

Dramatically improve your mobility and comfort level with this innovative work
shirt that features strategically placed mesh stretch panels on the back, making
it extra flexible and breathable. Lightweight ripstop fabric with Touchtex™
moisture-wicking technology provides superior color retention, soil release,
and additional breathability. Two button-through hex-style chest pockets with
pencil stall on the left, color-matched melamine break-resistant buttons, and
a two-piece lined collar with sewn-in stays for a modern look. Women’s shirt
has a gently contoured silhouette. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton ripstop. MIMIX
panels: 3.8 oz. performance mesh, 100% polyester.
Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Lt. Grey (48)

31

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
08MX	S–4XL Regular;
L–2XL Tall

48

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
06MX	S–4XL Regular;
L–2XL Tall

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE

05MW S–4XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
(not shown)
05MX S–4XL

MIMIX flex panels
improve mobility
and breathability.
06MX
10MX

05

12

11MX

31

87

12MX

10MY

MIMIX™ Utility Pants and Shorts

No job is too tough for these MIMIX pants and shorts designed to move the
way you work. Color-matched stretch panels maximize mobility and improve
comfort, while Touchtex™ fabric technology provides superior color retention,
soil release, and wickability. Straight-fit design provides a clean, modern,
and professional appearance. Jean-style waistband with melamine button
closure. 7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. MIMIX panels: 10 oz. woven stretch,
93/7 nylon/spandex.
Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)*
*Cargo Pants and Cargo Shorts only.
MEN’S PANTS

10MX	Waist 28–50 even

sizes only; custom
hemmed up to 35"

MEN’S CARGO PANTS
Dual cargo pockets for extra storage.
10MY	Waist 28–50 even
sizes only; custom
hemmed up to 35"
MEN’S SHORTS

12MX	Waist 30–50 even sizes
only; 10" inseam

4
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MEN’S CARGO S HORTS
(not shown)
12MY Waist 28–50 even sizes
only; 12" inseam
WOMEN’S PANTS
11MX	2–24 even sizes only;
custom hemmed
up to 33"

01MS

0202
02MS

DS

HK

KE

Motorsport Image Shirts

Styling that stands out in a crowd. Holds its color and resists dirt, oil, and
grease stains. Moisture wicking. Banded collar with sewn-in stays. Tough
4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin blend.
Colors: Red/Navy (DS), Grey/Black (HK), Medium Blue/Navy (KE)
LONG SLEEVE
01MS S–5XL Regular; M–3XL Tall

4022

SHORT SLEEVE

02MS S–5XL Regular; M–3XL Tall
Short Sleeve Speedsuits

Two-way brass zipper. Action back for extended range of motion. Elastic waist
inserts and two chest pockets (left has pencil stall and right has functional
flap). Two front and back pockets. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin.
Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09)

4022 	S–2XL

UniWeave® Soft Comfort
Uniform Shirts

UniWeave soft comfort blends offer warmth
when you need it and cool air flow when
you heat up. Resistant to moisture, stains,
wrinkles, and fading. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/
cotton poplin blend. Made by UniFirst.
Colors: Spruce Green (02), Grey (03),
Postman Blue (04), Navy (05), Tan (06),
White (07), Lt. Green (08), Lt. Blue (09),
Red (10), Black (12), Brown (13), Yellow (17),
Orange (27), Charcoal (31), Burgundy (90)

05

09

LONG SLEEVE (not shown)
0102 S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall
SHORT SLEEVE
0202 S–4XL Regular; L–4XL Tall

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

12

13

17

27

31

90
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PERFORMANCE SHOP WEAR
OilBlok Performance Shirts

Design, performance, and technology are hard at
work in this shop shirt featuring OilBlok technology
that repels liquids, including oil, and keeps shirts
looking newer, longer. Touchtex™ technology
provides superior color retention, stain resistance,
and wickability. Stretch panels and underarm
mesh gussets provide improved mobility and
breathability for unrivaled on-the-job comfort.
Concealed, no-scratch snap closure to help protect
vehicles and utility pocket on left sleeve. Scooped
hem for a professional appearance. Men’s has a
mesh-lined banded collar and two chest pockets.
Women’s has one angled chest pocket and a gently
contoured silhouette. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton
ripstop, 100% polyester stretch panels.

02OB

05OC

Colors: Black/Royal (54),* Red/Charcoal (ET),
Lt. Grey/Dk. Grey (FN), Royal/Black (KU),
Charcoal/Red (NG),* Charcoal/Black (OF),*
Dk. Grey/Yellow (OG), Black/Charcoal (WJ)
*Men’s only.
MEN’S LONG SLEEVE (not shown)
01OB S–5XL Regular; L–3XL Tall
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
S–5XL Regular; L–3XL Tall

02OB

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE (not shown)
XS–3XL

05OB

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
XS–3XL

05OC

Unisex Performance Pro+ Hoodies
54*

ET

FN

KU

NG*

OF*

OG

WJ

03

05

12

HT

08WD

Perfect for everyday wear on the job, these
performance work hoodies are designed
specifically with wearer safety in mind, along with
comfort and durability. Wind and water resistant
with a modern fit and styling, these hoodies
feature hidden ZeroSkratch™ zippers and hidden
SafeCinch™ drawstrings to help avoid getting
caught in machinery. Front pouch pockets, utility
pocket on left sleeve, and internal cell-phone
security pocket. 9.3 oz. 100% polyester.
Colors: Grey (03), Navy (05), Black (12),
Fluorescent Yellow (HT)
08WD	XS–4XL Regular; L–XL Tall
Color: Fluorescent Yellow/Black (B6)
ANSI TYPE R, CLASS 2
08WE	S–4XL

08WE

6
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04KF

04KE

L1

05KE
L2

L3

L4

NA

NG

ER

ET

L1

L5

VI

L6

L7

NA

OF

WJ

Performance Knit® Two-Tone Polos

Stay cool, dry, and comfortable in this lightweight yet durable polo that features an advanced
moisture-wicking fabric. Its color-block design provides an updated, modern look, and its
superior color retention and wrinkle resistance keeps you looking sharp. 4.5 oz. 100%
polyester micro-mesh.
Colors: Black/Grey (ER), Red/Charcoal (ET), Blue/Charcoal (L1), Royal/Charcoal (L5),
Burgundy/Charcoal (L6), Dk. Green/Charcoal (L7), Navy/Charcoal (NA), Charcoal/Black (OF)
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
04KF	S–6XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Features a flattering feminine fit.
05KE	XS–3XL

Performance Knit® Color-Block Polos

Keep cool and dry when you need it most in this lightweight
moisture-wicking durable polo. The new color-block design
and dyed-to-match buttons provide an updated, modern
professional look. Snag- and wrinkle-resistant. 4.5 oz. 100%
polyester micro-mesh.
Colors: Blue/Charcoal (L1), Charcoal/Dk. Green (L2),
Charcoal/Burgundy (L3), Charcoal/Grey (L4),
Navy/Charcoal (NA), Charcoal/Red (NG), Charcoal/Royal (VI),
Black/Charcoal (WJ)

04KE

S–6XL

Performance Shop Pants and Shorts

10DO

12DO

These pants and shorts are made to withstand the rigors of a typical day in the shop. They
feature two jean-style front pockets, two oversized hip pockets, no-scratch cargo pocket on
left leg, and unique double-pocket design on right leg. Invisible stretch waistband expands
up to three additional inches for added comfort and mobility. Concealed no-scratch button
closure at waistband. Full inseam gusset. Double-needle stitching. 8 oz. canvas 54/42/4
poly/cotton/spandex.
Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)*
*Pants only.
PANTS

10DO

SHORTS

Waist 30–50 even sizes only;
custom hemmed up to 36"

12DO	Waist 30–50 even sizes

We offer a complete line of safety gloves,
including industrial, Mechanix Wear® brand,
leather, and disposable gloves. Speak to a
UniFirst representative to see our full line
of personal protective equipment (PPE).

only; 13" inseam

05

12

31

87

800.225.3364
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RIPSTOP CREW SHIRTS AND PANTS
Solid Ripstop Shirts

Ripstop fabric is the main performance feature
of this shirt. Seven-button front, including button
at neck. Two-piece, lined, banded, topstitched
collar with sewn-in stays. Two flap pockets with
angled bartacks; pencil stall on left pocket. Straight
hem with side vents. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton
poplin ripstop.
Colors: Grey (03), Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09),
Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)
LONG SLEEVE
01MB S–3XL Regular; L–2XL Tall
SHORT SLEEVE
S–3XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

02MB

03

05

09

12

31

87

Tricolor Ripstop Shirts

Look like a member of a professional pit crew
in these colorful work shirts with accents on
shoulders and sides. Soil resistant and moisture
wicking. Concealed, no-scratch, button-front
placket. Sleeve utility pocket. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/
cotton ripstop.
Colors: Black/Royal (54), Black/Grey (ER),
Black/Red/Charcoal (FB)
Ripstop
fabric

LONG SLEEVE
08UF M–3XL Regular; L–2XL Tall
SHORT SLEEVE
M–3XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

07UF

54

8
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ER

FB

Ripstop Crew Shirts

Industrial-friendly ripstop fabric that’s resistant to tearing. Great color retention and moisturemanagement characteristics. Concealed, no-scratch button-front placket. Straight hem for
comfortable untucked look. Sleeve utility pockets. Ripstop 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton fabric.
Colors: Charcoal/Graphite Grey (AU), Black/Red (BP), Black/Lime (BT), Black/Grey (ER),
Navy/Grey (JJ), Charcoal/Royal Blue (VI), Charcoal/Orange (WQ)
LONG SLEEVE
08CS M–3XL Regular; L–2XL Tall
SHORT SLEEVE
07CS M–3XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

ZeroSkratch™ Lightweight Crew Pants
and Shorts

All the great features of classic shop wear combined with a
lightweight ripstop fabric make these pants and shorts the
perfect fit for your crew. Covered zippers, snaps, and buttons
help protect vehicles from scratches. Durable water-repellent
finish helps keep you dry when liquids spill. Two jean-style
front pockets, two oversized hip pockets, and cell phone
pocket on right leg for easy access to phone, keys, and tools.
Straight fit. 6.5 oz. 70/28/2 poly/cotton/spandex ripstop twill.
Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)
MEN’S PANTS
11CP 28–50 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35"

AU

BP

BT

JJ

VI

WQ

ER

WOMEN’S PANTS (not shown)
Angled left tool pocket and flattering fit.
11CQ 2–24 even sizes only
SHORTS
12NS	28–50 even sizes only; 13" inseam

05

12

31

87

800.225.3364
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FORD ® AUTOMOTIVE UNIFORMS

12

31

Ford® Tech Ripstop Shirts

Industrial-friendly ripstop fabric that’s resistant to tearing. Great color retention and moisturemanagement characteristics. Concealed, no-scratch button-front placket. Straight hem for
comfortable untucked look. Sleeve utility pockets. Ripstop 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton fabric.
Color: Charcoal/Royal Blue (VI)
LONG SLEEVE
08FP S–3XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

SHORT SLEEVE
S–3XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

07FP

These pants and shorts are made to withstand the rigors of a typical day in the shop. They
feature two jean-style front pockets, two oversized hip pockets, no-scratch cargo pocket on
left leg, and unique double-pocket design on right leg. Invisible stretch waistband expands
up to three additional inches for added comfort and mobility. Concealed no-scratch button
closure at waistband. Full inseam gusset. Double-needle stitching. 8 oz. canvas 54/42/4 poly/
cotton/spandex.
Colors: Black (12), Charcoal (31)

10DO

10
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UniSport® Micro Piqué Polos

UniSport polo shirts feature innovative UniWick moisturemanagement technology for maximum breathability and
comfort. Other features include double-needle stitching,
set-in hemmed sleeves, tag-free taped neck, side vents,
and wrinkle resistance. Men’s has a flat-knit collar and three
dyed-to-match buttons (pocketed version includes a left
chest pocket). Women’s has a self-fabric collar and open
“V” placket. 3.8 oz. snag-resistant spun polyester warp-knit
fabric. Made by UniFirst.
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
04MM XS–4XL
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE WITH POCKET (not shown)
04MR XS–4XL
WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE

05MM XS–4XL
SHORTS

Waist 30–50 even sizes only;
custom hemmed to 36"

25

Colors: Black (12), Royal Blue (25)

Performance Shop Pants and Shorts

PANTS

12

12DO

Waist 30–50 even sizes only;
13" inseam

12

31

03

07

30

Park Street® Men’s Oxfords

These Park Street oxfords are dressy and comfortable, with full-cut styling and a back pleat
for extra mobility. Topstitched button-down banded collar. Left chest pocket. Long sleeves
have two-button adjustable cuffs. Short sleeves are hemmed. Durable press. 4.25 oz.
60/40 cotton/poly oxford cloth. Made by UniFirst.
Colors: Grey (03), White (07), White/Grey (30)
LONG SLEEVE
0111
Neck 14½–20½,
sleeve lengths 33, 35, and 37

SofTwill® Flat-Front Uniform Pants

SofTwill comfort twills combine the styling of flat-front work
pants with roomier seat, waist, and thigh mobility. Quarter-top
pockets and two set-in back pockets (left with button closure).
7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.
Colors: Black (12), Charcoal (31)

SHORT SLEEVE (not shown)
0211 	 Neck 14½–20½

1002	Waist 26–35; 36–56 even sizes only;
custom hemmed up to 35"

Women’s Oxfords

These oxfords are dressy and comfortable, with full-cut styling and back pleats for
extra mobility. Button-down banded collar. Left chest pocket. 4.4 oz. 60/40 cotton/
poly oxford cloth.
Colors: Grey (03), White (07), White/Grey (30)
LONG SLEEVE
0112
XS–3XL

SHORT SLEEVE (not shown)
0422 XS–3XL

Button-Down Collar Poplin Shirts

12

25

Stain, moisture, and wrinkle resistant. Wood-tone buttons, left chest
pocket, and adjustable two-button cuffs. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin.
Colors: Black (12), Royal Blue (25)
M EN’S LONG SLEEVE
0820 	S–XL sleeve 33; 2XL–3XL sleeve 35; 4XL sleeve 37
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE (not shown)
0636 	 S–4XL
WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE (not shown)
0960 XS–2XL
WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
4248 XS–2XL

800.225.3364
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GENERAL MOTORS ® TECHNICIAN WEAR

Chevrolet® Technician Shirts

Industrial-friendly fabric with
soil-resistant, moisture-wicking
attributes, and great color retention.
Concealed no-scratch, button-front
placket and convertible collar with
sewn-in stays. Button-through right
chest pocket; left chest pocket with
double pencil stall; and utility pocket
on left sleeve. Chevrolet logo on
back yoke and on right sleeve. 100%
polyester stretch panels. 4.25 oz.
65/35 poly/cotton ripstop.
Color: Charcoal (31)
LONG SLEEVE (not shown)
08CT	S–5XL Regular;
M–5XL Tall
SHORT SLEEVE

07CT	S–4XL Regular;
L–4XL Tall

Buick® GMC®
Technician Shirts

Industrial-friendly fabric with
soil-resistant, moisture-wicking
attributes, and great color retention.
Concealed no-scratch, button-front
placket and convertible collar with
sewn-in stays. Button-through right
chest pocket; left chest pocket with
double pencil stall; and utility pocket
on left sleeve. Buick/GMC logo on
back yoke and on right sleeve. 100%
polyester stretch panels. 4.25 oz.
65/35 poly/cotton ripstop.
Color: Charcoal (31)
LONG SLEEVE
01GM	S–4XL Regular;
M–2XL Tall
SHORT SLEEVE

02GM	S–5XL Regular;
L–4XL Tall

12
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Cadillac® Technician Shirts

Chevrolet

Industrial-friendly fabric with soil-resistant,
moisture-wicking attributes, and great color
retention. Concealed no-scratch, button-front
placket and convertible collar with sewn-in stays.
Button-through right chest pocket; left chest pocket
with double pencil stall; and utility pocket on left
sleeve. Cadillac logo on back yoke and on right
sleeve. 100% poly stretch panels. 4.25 oz. 65/35
poly/cotton ripstop.
Color: Charcoal (31)

Buick GMC

LONG SLEEVE
09CL S–3XL Regular; M–2XL Tall
SHORT SLEEVE (not shown)
07CL S–4XL Regular; L–4XL Tall

SofTwill® Cargo Pants

Cadillac

All the premium features of our best-selling
SofTwill pants, including non-roll, dress-style
waistband with button closure, heavy-duty brass
zipper, and quarter-top front and set-in back
pockets (left has button closure). Ample 8"x7½"
cargo pocket on each leg and cell phone pocket
(inside right). Pocket flaps have concealed snap
closures. Durable press. 7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton
twill. Made by UniFirst.
Color: Charcoal (31)

10AI	Waist 28–56 even sizes only;
custom hemmed up to 35"

800.225.3364
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FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES ® (FCA) WORKWEAR
Easy Care Shirts

These comfortable wash-and-wear
shirts are indispensable for the
workday. Feature a button-down
collar, box back pleat, and patch
pocket. Dyed-to-match buttons.
Wrinkle-resistant. 4.5 oz. 55/45
cotton/poly.
Color: Burgundy (90)

04PG
03PG

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
03PG XS–6XL

05CH

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
S–6XL

04PG

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE
S–6XL

05CH

Three-Season Jackets

You’ll stay warm, comfortable, and
dry in this three-season jacket.
Premium fleece lines body and
collar. Quilted taffeta-lined sleeve
for insulation and easy on/off.
Zip-through collar and rib-knit cuffs
and hem hold in natural body heat.
Reflective pulls on main zipper and
side zipper pockets. 100% nylon
outer layer/100% fleece inner layer.
Color: Black/Grey (ER)

15GS

XS–6XL

UniWear® Permalined
Jackets

Our popular UniWear waist-length
jacket with quilted 100% polyester
fiberfill permanent lining is warm
and built to last. Solid brass zipper.
Front slash pockets. Left sleeve utility
pocket. Adjustable two-button side
tabs and cuffs. 7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/
cotton twill shell. Made by UniFirst.

15GS

1506

Colors: Black (12), Charcoal (31)

1506	S–4XL, specify
Regular or Tall

12

14
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31

06AV

05AV

04BT

Silk Touch™ Polos

This comfortable classic polo is anything but ordinary. With superior wrinkle and
shrink resistance, a silky soft feel, and an incredible range of sizes and colors,
it’s a first-rate choice for uniforming just about any group. Features include:
flat-knit collar and cuffs, metal buttons with dyed-to-match plastic rims, doubleneedle armhole seams and hem, and side vents. 5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton piqué.
Machine wash. Imported.

03FT

Colors: Black (12), Royal Blue (25), Steel Grey (HP)*
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
06AV XS–6XL
WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
XS–6XL

05AV

SHORT SLEEVE WITH POCKET
*Not available in Steel Grey (HP)
04BT S–6XL
MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
*Not available in Steel Grey (HP)
03FT XS–6XL
Direct purchase only.

12

25

HP

800.225.3364
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AAA ® ROADSIDE APPAREL

023B
013C
023C

123C

123C
123B

Spotlite LX® Enhanced Visibility Work Shirts

We took our most popular UniWeave soft comfort work shirts and added 360º visibility protection.
Retroreflective Enhanced Visibility trim on front, back, and sleeves. Industrial styling with traditional fit
and durability. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton. Made by UniFirst.
LONG SLEEVE (not shown)
Sizes: S–5XL Regular; M–4XL Tall
013B Grey/Orange (03), Tan/Orange (06)

SHORT SLEEVE
Sizes: S–5XL Regular; L–4XL Tall
023B Grey/Orange (03), Tan/Orange (06)

LONG SLEEVE
Sizes: S–5XL Regular; M–4XL Tall
013C	
Grey/Yellow (03), Navy/Yellow (05),
Charcoal/Yellow (31)

SHORT SLEEVE
Sizes: S–5XL Regular; L–4XL Tall
023C 	Grey/Yellow (03), Navy/Yellow (05),
Charcoal/Yellow (31)

Spotlite LX® Enhanced Visibility
Work Pants

Based on the cool comfort of our most popular
SofTwill flat-front work pants, these durable,
classics feature industrial styling. Retroreflective
Enhanced Visibility trim on legs. Safety-stitched
main seams. Two-way brass zipper, button
closure, front and hip pockets. 7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/
cotton. Made by UniFirst.
Sizes: Waist 28–35; 36–56 even sizes only;
custom hemmed up to 35"

123B 	Charcoal/Orange (31)
123C 	 Navy/Yellow (05), Charcoal/Yellow (31)

16
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Two-Color Snag-Proof Pocket Polos

For a durable, good-looking polo that doesn’t skimp on performance, trust
these CornerStone® snag-proof polos. Wrinkle resistant, with odor-fighting
and moisture-wicking fabric to get the job done. Tag-free label. Flat-knit collar.
Handy left chest pocket. Side vents. Three-button placket with dyed-to-match
buttons. Wrinkle resistant. 6.6 oz. 100% snag-proof polyester.

54

BP

Colors: Black/Royal (54), Black/Red (BP), Black/Orange (BU), Navy/Grey (JJ),
Black/Charcoal (WJ), Black/Lime (WK)

04MT
BU

04MT

JJ

Lightweight Snag-Proof Polos

XS–4XL

Heavy-duty performance at a lighter weight than the two-color pocket polo,
but easily coordinated for a unified team look. Three dyed-to-match buttons on
placket, tag-free label, and flat-knit collar. 4.4 oz. 100% polyester.

WJ

Colors: Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12),
Royal Blue (25), Charcoal (31), Lt. Grey (48), Dark Green (94)
WK

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
04MF XS–4XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
“Y” placket.
05MF XS–4XL

Sport-Tek® Tricolor Micro Piqué Polos

This smooth, snag-resistant polo has spirited flair with three colors on the
shoulders. Features Sport-Wick® technology to wick away moisture and threebutton placket with dyed-to-match buttons. 100% polyester mesh insets on
shoulders and sleeves. 3.8 oz. 100% polyester tricot.
Colors: Black/Red (BP), Black/Grey (ER), Grey/Black (HK), Forest/Black (JK),
Royal/Black (KU)

04MQ XS–4XL

BP

ER

04MF
04MQ

HK

05MF
JK

KU

05

06

07

10

11

12

25

31

48

94

800.225.3364
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FACILITY SERVICES

Our facility service programs help you win the battle of

WET AND DRY MOPS

positive perceptions with your customers, employees, and

UniFirst mop services are designed to make cleaning easier and

stakeholders. With our regularly scheduled services, we

more economical for businesses of all sizes and traffic volumes.

eliminate the hassle and expense of purchasing, stocking,

We take care of all the dirty work, including the laundering and

laundering, and maintaining supplies. We deliver what you

regular replacement of soiled mops with fresh products.

need, when you need it to lower maintenance costs, while
improving overall hygiene and safety.

TOWELS AND CLOTHS
Our regular laundering and inventory-management services

FLOOR MATS

ensure you always have fresh, high-quality cleaning cloths on

All UniFirst-made floor mats, from decorative entrance and

hand when you need them. Disposable wipers are also available.

photo/logo/message mats to nitrile rubber scraper and “wet
area” mats, are designed for heavy foot traffic and trap and

CLEANING AND DISINFECTING SOLUTIONS

hold dirt, dust, and moisture better than the alternatives. With

You can save up to 90% or more in product costs when

regularly scheduled floor mat service, soiled mats are picked up

compared to purchasing ready-to-use cleaning and disinfecting

and replaced with professionally cleaned ones.

solutions. Unlike mixing “free pour” concentrates, our wall
dispenser and “one-shot” systems accurately dilute and

MICROFIBER MOPS AND WIPERS

dispense the high-performance solutions you need with ease

Our microfiber mops, dusters, and scrubbers are ideal for

and with no wasted concentrates. PURELL® Surface Sanitizer

cleaning hard surfaces. Use them wet or dry, and clean faster

and Disinfectant Spray System is also available.

with less water and chemicals.
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HAND CARE, SOAPS, AND SANITIZERS

AIR FRESHENERS

UniFirst handwashing and skin care products are formulated

We offer environmentally friendly air freshener system

to clean, kill germs, and keep skin soft and healthy—even with

options that neutralize odors at the molecular level, eliminating

frequent use—and we have environmentally friendly “green”

unnecessary chemical “masking” that could affect air quality.

options available too. Each product is available with our stylish

All of our odor-control products meet stringent clean air

dispensing systems, featuring cost-saving portion controls. Your

standards and dispense fragrance in accordance with guidelines

UniFirst representative can recommend the products that will

established by the International Fragrance Association to protect

deliver the best results for you.

the environment and human health.

PAPER TOWELS AND TOILET PAPER

ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

To provide sustainable restroom cleanliness and hygiene

To help safeguard your staff on the job, we also offer a selection

solutions, we supply TORK paper towels and toilet paper,

of personal protective equipment (PPE), including latex and

which carry Green Seal and ECOLOGO certifications and are

nitrile gloves, safety glasses, facemasks, and more. High-quality

manufactured from base paper that is 100% recycled. Portion-

cleaning cloths, disposable wipers, and other ancillary products

controlled paper dispensing systems reduce waste and come in

also available.

®

®

traditional and “touchless” options.
We offer a complete line of facility products and services,
safety products, and PPE not shown. Just ask your UniFirst
representative about other facility service options.

800.225.3364
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A LW AY S D E L I V E R

Trust UniFirst for image-enhancing
workwear and facility services

14,000 EMPLOYEE
TEAM PARTNERS

MORE THAN
300,000
CUSTOMERS

SERVICING 253
OF THE FORTUNE
500 LIST

UniFirst Triple-Pro Service Team
When you choose UniFirst, you get three dedicated service
professionals working on your account at all times. This helps ensure
that you consistently receive the quality products and services your
business deserves, and that you always get quick resolutions to any
concerns you may have.

Route Service Representative keeps your
program running smoothly week in, week out
Service Manager ensures you’re consistently
getting everything you need, when you need it

to provide personalized assistance

UniFirst.com / / UniFirst.ca / / 800.225.3364

SLV10_Automotive (0822)

Customer Service Representative stands ready

